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CODES &COLOURS

DESCRIPTION

THICKNESS Liner: 130 microns Special METALLIC/GLITTER: 20 microns

TEXTILES Applicable on any textile

1. Special Metallic effects finish : MIRROR, GLITTER, DIAMOND RAINBOW, and HOLOGRAPHIC effects

2. Solvent-free waterbased coating

3. Anti resublimation properties for sensitive polyester textiles

4. Anti-static film

5. Stability in quality

6. Print uniformity

7. No powder pollution

9. This high-quality printable film is suitable for any desktop or large format DTF or DTG printer

10. Designed and produced in France

AVAILABLE 

DIMENSIONS 

Inert components, REACH compliant, without PVC, plastifiers, heavy metals, VOC, according

to Oekotex Standard 100 Class 1.

STORAGE

This document is likely to be modified without notice. Please take contact with our commercial department.

DTF1124SC-DTF1125SC-DTF1141SC-

DTF1142SC-DTF1143SC-DTF1144SC-

DTF1100SC-DTF1124SPSC-DTF1125SPSC-

DTF1101SPSC-DTF1109SPSC-DTF1111SPSC-

DTF1116SPSC-DTF1121SPSC-DTF1124HSC

METALLIC PET film Direct printing DTF & DTG technology for heat 

transfer on textiles

2-Apply the adhesive powder manually or by using an automatic powder shaker - Please refer to the adhesive 

powder's operating instructions

1-Print the visual in mirror on the EXTERNAL Coated side of the roll with a DTF inks, with White ink -Please refer 

to the inks and printers' operating instructions - Ink white % reduction might be necessary and depends on the 

machine and inks. Your machine needs to provide you this possibility to adjut the % of white ink (reco 50% of 

white ink - to fine tune)

4-Heat Transfer the visual to the textile at 160°C - 20/30 seconds - Please refer to the inks' and adhesive powder's 

operating instructions before making the transfer

USER'S GUIDE

A4 and A3 sheets formats                                                    
Rolls :  30cms x 25lm and 60cms x 25lm (customised widths are 

available on request)

PRODUCT

3- Make sure that adhesive powder remains only on the visual to make only your visual in Metallic

ADVANTAGES

Mirror effect (Silver, Gold, Orange Copper, Copper, Fuchsia, Light Blue), Glitter effect 

(Silver, Gold, Black, Red, Fuchsia, Blue, Green), Rainbow Diamond & Holographic Silver

Store our products in a tempered and dry room, protected from direct sun rays and humidity. 

After each usage, put the roll back into its protective packaging to avoid humidity

SAFETY

6-Washing conditions: cold wash (30°C) - short cycle

5-Remove COLD PEEL (30 minutes ideally) - if needed, you can use then a low tack application tape or lint roller to 

apply and remove excess material (no need to heat transfer)

8. Non-absorbent film. It keeps the ink wet, making it easier for the adhesive powder to stick to the design and 

avoiding ink bleeding

MIRROR, RAINBOW DIAMOND, HOLOGRAPHIC, or GLITTER EFFECT with SPECIAL COATING on PET Film on non-adhesive 

polyester carrier produced in France, designed for printing/transferring graphics using the digital DTF & DTG printing 

technology

Product video
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